
Waterslides

Waterslides and Waterpark Attractions
®

Creating smiles and adventures for your waterpark .
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Looking around our office, I see a lot of big 
kids. Only they have patents, professional 
licenses and the best engineering and design 
skills in our industry. They know how to work 
with budgets. They’re adept at foreseeing and 
overcoming challenges. They understand that 
a waterpark’s success depends on uniquely fun, 
safe and durable waterslides.

Luckily, despite growing up, they never lost their imagination. 

Remember when you were a kid? A trip to the waterpark was a 
summer highlight. Did you ever think, “this is so cool, but it would be 
‘awesomer’ if it turned this way or that way or dropped here.” Some 
kids are happy with what they see. Others always think, “what if?” 

We answer the “what if?” every day. What if we developed software 
for ultimate design flexibility? What if we tagged each component 
for easy installation and logistics? What if we created a proprietary 
clear coat for exterior UV protection? And used triple gasketing to 
minimize water waste? Or exclusively used steel and fiberglass from 
the U.S.?

Those questions were answered on thousands of waterslide 
projects over decades. You’ll benefit from not only our expertise, 
but also from our drive to innovate. The result is more attendance, 
ticket sales and smiling faces.

Alex Weidman, President

A Splashing Success
Taking a plot of dry dirt or outdated water features and 
transforming them into a thriving waterpark, that’s what we 
do – a thousand times over.

From our innovative and fun designs to our industry-leading 
quality components and durable finishes, it’s how you turn a 
waterpark into a splashing success.

American made. American ingenuity.
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WaterslidesRunaway Bay
Jewell Beach, Jamaica



Single Rider Indoor/Outdoor

One World Marriott
Orlando, Florida
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Body Slides
Splashtacular® body slides deliver a full range of ride experiences. 
Large or small, indoor or outdoor, open or enclosed, our slides can 
be engineered to fit any environment and budget. Our body slides 
are special because we use helical parts with built-in risers for fewer 
seams and a smoother ride. The profile of our slides are circular, 
making it far more comfortable and safer than a traditional 
U-shaped slide.

Relationship Driven
We always remain true to our humble beginnings. Our 
boutique-style business allows us to be accessible, 
approachable and personable. We’ve built our company 
on our customer relationships and doing the right thing. 
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Body Slides
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Speed Slides
Guests have a need for speed? Splashtacular’s® speed slides 
are renowned for an adrenaline-pumping, exhilarating, water-
spraying good time. Whether as a stand alone or a large complex 
with multiple tandem slides, our designs are extremely flexible in 
matching your needs. Compliment these with translucent bands, 
DrenalineDrop, or top five timing systems and you’ll have a 
winning formula to drive your ticket sales.

Speed SlidesRogers Aquatic Center
Rogers, Arkansas

KEEP IT SHINY Protection
As one of our standards, we include an industrial 
strength finish on the exterior of each and 
every one of our slides. This protects it from sun 
bleaching and gives a glossy sheen that keeps 
them looking like the day they were installed.

High-speedDouble ThrillsSingle Rider
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Drop SlidesSpearfish Rec & Aquatic Center
Spearfish, South Dakota

Proprietary Stair Treads
Our custom pultruded treads are some of the most 
comfortable and durable you’ll find. We use a near-
seamless design that incorporates the riser into the 
T-grating tread and includes a built-in 1″ relief to keep 
from having any catch points. We then add an aggressive 
non-skid surface to grip all those wet feet without any 
concern for slipping. When installed, the risers and treads 
nest into one another for a smooth comfortable surface.

Drop Slides
Splashtacular® drop slides are a favorite among park owners, 
providing maximum fun with a big plunge when riders drop into 
the deep end of the pool. They’re a great addition to existing 
pools or where conserving space and money matters most. 

Big Drop Exciting Ride Single Rider
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Family Slides
Can’t decide who gets to go first? Why not try our fun for all-ages 
family slide! This is a great slide for everyone, especially for those 
who want to ride together.
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Family SlidesBlack Bob Bay
Olathe, Kansas

Quality Coatings & Color Options
We use the very highest grade of coatings, from our 
super durable powder coat on our steel to our top 
quality gel coat formula on our waterslides. We even 
offer them in all seven colors of the rainbow, and 173 
additional colors if that’s not enough.

Family Friendly
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Kiddie Slides
Our little family members love to join the fun too, that’s why we 
offer our kiddie slide. It’s perfect for kids and even entertaining 
for adults. The minimal space and water requirements make it a 
great addition with any size aquatic facility. They start as a single 
slide, but can easily be paired into several lanes to add a little 
friendly competition.

Kiddie SlidesRunaway Bay
Jewell Beach, Jamaica

Splashworx
We developed our own in-house software to design 
and help engineer our waterslides. When subtle 
adjustments are needed, the program can quickly 
tweak designs to automate what was once a very 
slow and arduous task, making changes in seconds 
versus minutes or hours. This allows us to focus on 
fun designs and makes for easy collaboration with 
architects and owners.

Family Friendly
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Killeen Family Aquatics
Killeen, Texas

Splash Bowls

Splash Bowls
A thrill ride with a mini-game. How many revolutions can you 
make? Our Splash Bowls are a quintessential water attraction 
for thrill seekers of all ages. Starting out as a fast body slide, you 
quickly find yourself riding into a large bowl, where you can test 
your riding technique to see how many times you can ride around 
before plunging into the pool below.

Triple the
Excitement

Circular MotionSingle Rider
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Ride Path Analysis
We run finite ride path analysis on our designs to ensure 
the smoothest and safest rides possible. The analysis 
examines multiple rider weights to predict what was once 
the unpredictable. No guessing needed here, we are sure 
to deliver a safe and comfortable ride each time.
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Raft Slides
Splashtacular’s® raft rides offer a thrilling and smooth ride with 
twists, turns and drops to keep the action exciting. Available 
translucent effects, lights and sound packages only add to the 
fun and make each ride a different experience every ride. Raft 
slides have several size options.  

Raft SlidesKenwood Cove
Salina, Kansas

Enhancements
We offer an array of translucent effects including bands, 
custom shapes and full or partial sections of fiberglass. 
These can be combined with lighting and sound packages 
and even top five timing and dispatch systems.

Family
Friendly

Double the 
Excitement

Indoor/Outdoor
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OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

Questions? Call Us.
Toll Free: 1.800.844.5334

International: 1.573.500.0850

Waterslides

Aquatic Play Units

Spray Features

Signature Attractions

Unique Solutions
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®

102 W. Kaskaskia St. Suite 201
Paola, KS 66071

United States and Canada:
1.800.844.5334

UK: +00 44 1403 334375
Hong Kong: 14714910540

All Other International: 01.573.500.0850

www.splashtacular.com
sales@splashtacular.com


